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                     Abstract
The National Meteorological Center initially completed the construction of the Medium-Extended-Range Weather Forecast (MERWF) operational system in 2018. The system uses browser/server system architecture to support concurrent operation of hundreds of terabyte real-time and historical data, through the introduction of large data core technologies such as distributed storage and distributed computing. The key technical problem of MERWF, which is the fusion of real-time data and historical data, is solved. It greatly improves the efficiency of data access and display, and realizes the development of MERWF technology products based on the big data analysis and the effective extraction of predictable information. Based on big data analyses, an application technology system of MERWF is then established for the first time in national business department, to meet the objective and intelligent needs of modern meteorological business.
Keywords
	Big data
	Medium-Extended-Range
	Forecast
	Application
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